ABOUT THE PROGRAM

The Girl Rising Corporate Screening Program is an innovative and meaningful way to showcase your company’s dedication to social good and community engagement. With a suite of screening options, the program is designed for companies big and small to creatively highlight their commitment to women and girls and uniquely engage employees, clients and others in their community around a critical cause.

Girl Rising has inspired audiences globally since 2013 and has been screened by 25 of Fortune’s top 50 companies. Together with our civic and corporate leaders, we are driving forward the global movement for girls equality and empowerment.

WHAT WE OFFER

Girl Rising has corporate screening packages that can be tailored to your unique needs. From a larger screening event featuring the full film and remarks from a Girl Rising producer to more intimate engagements showing a select bundle of chapters and exclusive behind-the-scenes footage, Girl Rising can help you find the perfect fit and plan the perfect event. We offer three standard packages for our Advocate, Leader and Champion level partners, and are able to customize packages for our Changemaker and Revolutionary partners.

Our standard packages are as follows:

- **Girl Rising Feature Film:** Meet nine incredible girls whose lives have been affected by the absolute power of education—or lack thereof. Their dreams, their voices, their incredible stories are captured in a film about the strength of the human spirit and the power of education to change the world. Learn more about the film [here](#). This feature film package includes 9 original film chapters plus our newest Brave Girl Rising chapter. Duration of this package is 1 hour and 57-minutes.

- **Girl Rising Chapter Bundle:** Girl Rising offers three options of bundled chapters from the original Girl Rising film. Learn more about the girls featured in these film chapters [here](#). Duration of each bundle option is between 35-40 -minutes.
  - Chapter Bundle Option #1 - Haiti, Nepal, India, Afghanistan
  - Chapter Bundle Option #2 - Nepal, India, Afghanistan
  - Chapter Bundle Option #3 - Nepal, Ethiopia, India, Afghanistan

- **Brave Girl Rising Chapter:** Our newest film chapter is about one determined young girl named Nasro, whose life in one of the world's forgotten refugee camps is a daily fight to get the education she deserves. Learn more about Brave Girl Rising [here](#). This chapter includes a video introduction by Nasro and a short closing video of insider interviews with the International Rescue Committee staff. Duration of this package is approximately 30 minutes.
Our corporate screening partnership levels are as follows:

**ADVOCATE - $500**
You recognize that raising awareness is the first step to making change happen. At the Girl Rising Advocate level, your company will receive:
- Your choice of one of our three standard packages.
- License for a one-time screening event.
- Support from the Girl Rising team as you plan your screening event.
- Recognition on select print and digital collateral as a Corporate Screening Partner.
- Access to the Girl Rising event-planning guide, marketing materials (including a movie poster), a discussion guide and a Take Action Guide to help make your screening a success!

**LEADER - $1,000**
You are dedicated to highlighting, celebrating and advancing the global movement for girls equality. At the Girl Rising Leader level, your company will receive:
- Your choice of one of our three standard packages.
- 30-day screening license (10 screening limit, multiple locations).
- Support from the Girl Rising team as you plan your screening events.
- Recognition on select print and digital collateral as a Corporate Screening Partner.
- Access to the Girl Rising event-planning guide, marketing materials (including a movie poster), a discussion guide and a Take Action Guide to help make your screening a success!

**CHAMPION - $2,500**
You are a champion for girls' equality and you are ready to show your commitment to one of the most important causes of our time. At the Girl Rising Champion level, your company will receive:
- Your choice of one of our three standard packages.
- 90-day screening license (unlimited screenings, multiple locations).
- A welcome video from Girl Rising’s CEO to show at your screening events.
- Support from the Girl Rising team as you plan your screening events.
- Recognition on select print and digital collateral as a Corporate Screening Partner.
- Access to the Girl Rising event-planning guide, marketing materials (including a movie poster), a discussion guide and a Take Action Guide to help make your screening a success!
CHANGEMAKER - $5,000

You know that the future health, peace and prosperity of our world depends on how we invest in and educate and empower girls today. You stand with Girl Rising and want to do your part to ensure that this message is heard far and wide. At the Girl Rising Changemaker level, your company will receive:

- Your choice of one of our three standard packages or a customized Girl Rising Chapter Bundle.*
- 6-month screening license (unlimited screenings).
- Video call introduction from a Girl Rising representative (1 screening limit).
- A welcome video from Girl Rising’s CEO to show at your screening events (unlimited screenings).
- Personal consultation with the Girl Rising team to evaluate opportunities for developing a unique employee engagement program, potentially around an active Girl Rising campaign or program.
- Recognition on select print and digital collateral as a Corporate Screening Partner.
- Access to the Girl Rising event-planning guide, marketing materials (including a movie poster), a discussion guide and a Take Action Guide to help make your screening a success!

REVOLUTIONARY - $10,000

You are ready to join the community of corporate leaders who stand up for girls, speak out on their behalf and help them rise. At the Girl Rising Revolutionary level, your company will receive:

- Access to all three standard packages and option of a customized Girl Rising Chapter Bundle.*
- 1-year screening license (unlimited screenings).
- In-person speaking engagements with a Girl Rising producer introducing the film and leading a post-screening discussion and Q&A. Please note: speaker fee waived but travel and accommodation to be paid for by host company (1 screening limit).
- Video call introduction from a Girl Rising representative (1 screening limit).
- A customized welcome video from Girl Rising’s CEO to show at your screening events (unlimited screenings).
- Promotion of your company’s screenings and events on Girl Rising social media platforms.
- Personal consultation with the Girl Rising team to evaluate opportunities for developing a unique employee engagement program, potentially around an active (or planned) Girl Rising campaign or program.
- Acknowledgment on girlrising.org as a Friend of Girl Rising and recognition on select print and digital collateral as a Corporate Screening Partner.
- Access to the Girl Rising event-planning guide, marketing materials (including a movie poster), a discussion guide and a Take Action Guide to help make your screening a success!

* Customized Girl Rising Chapter Bundle includes a selection of up to four chapters of your choice. Available only for Changemaker partners and above upon request.

Join us

Excited to share the important message that educated and empowered girls can change the world? Contact us at corporate@girlrising.org to be a Girl Rising Corporate Screening Partner and join the global movement for girls’ equality.

Interested in learning about more ways to get involved with Girl Rising? Send us an email and we’d be happy to explore opportunities that are unique and meaningful for you and your community.